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Self-driving infrastructure
- organisations need cloud outcomes
- automation rapidly increasing for on-premises
- destination is fully autonomous DCs

Transportation tested package
Everything is fully assembled when it ships

Arrive, plug it in, fire up the API, and be up and going “within a few hours”
Not replacing Vblock. Vblock lets them sell Dell external storage into UCS

Autonomous Infrastructure
Manual -> Automated -> Autonomous

It will work with Project Pacific
PowerMax Storage - World’s fastest storage array
PowerEdge MX - industry leading compute
PowerSwitch - Declarative system fabric
PowerOne Controller - API-powered automation engine
PowerMax Storage
- Zero-touch SAN config
- Discovery / inventory of storage resources
- Dynamically create storage volumes for clusters
- Intelligent load balancing
PowerEdge MX Compute
- dynamically provision compute resources into clusters
- Automated chassis expansion
- Telemetry aggregation
- Kinetic infrastructure
System Fabrics
- Switches are 32Gbps
- 98% reduction in network configuration steps
- System fabric visibility and lifecycle management
- intent-based automated deployment and provision
- PowerSwitch open networking
PowerOne Controller
- highly automates 1000s of tasks
- Powered by Kubernetes and Ansible
- Delivers next-gen autonomous outcomes via robust API capabilities

Scale in terms of compute pods (275 nodes), multi-pod up to 32
Unboxing / UI demo
Running against a simulator
Improved lifecycle compared to Vblock
Deploys management and workload vCenter servers

*PowerOne Architecture
Richard Burrows
Cluster Resource Group
A Cluster Resource Group (CRG) is a collection of flexible system resources
(compute, network, storage, software, etc) configured to provide a requested level of
service
The PowerOne controller automates the operations of one or more CRGs
- These operations include create, expand, contract, upgrade and delete
A CRG contains a Dell-built Platform

PowerOne Controller
- PowerOne Controller manages component state, configuration, policies,
authentication / authorisation, support integrations, etc
- Within the PowerOne Controller, the unit of execution is the job. Jobs consist of one
or more workflows to be executed
API - PoiwerOne REST API is used for unified operation in PowerOne
Navigator - Web UI interface which calls the PowerOne API
Jump Box - A VM residing on the PowerOne Controller - service and support
operations only
Declarative APIs

Transformation is about taking what you’ve got today and giving you a route to
modernise what you’re doing
Using RedFish APIs for iDRAC

PowerOne Controller, appliance architecture

*Demo

